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Multi-ethnic composition of asylum refugees
The 28 Member States of the European Union (EU) granted protection status to
538,000 asylum seekers in 2017, down by almost 25% from 2016. In addition to
these, the EU Member States received nearly 24,000 resettled refugees.
The largest group of beneficiaries of protection status in the EU in 2017 remained
citizens of Syria (175,800 persons, or 33% of the total number of persons granted
protection status in the EU Member States), followed by citizens of Afghanistan
(100,700 or 19%) and those of Iraq (64,300 or 12%).
The number of decisions granting protection status to Syrian citizens has dropped
since 2016 (when they accounted for a share of 57% of all grants) however, they
remained the largest group granted protection status in eighteen Member States in
2017. Of the 175,800 Syrian citizens granted protection status in the EU, more than
70% received protection status in Germany (124,800).

Asylum seekers granted protection status in the EU, by citizenship, 2017
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 Greece
The Asylum Service registered 58,661 asylum applications in 2017. The number
of applications submitted before the Asylum Service rose by 15%. Greece
received the 8.5% of the total number of applications submitted in the EU, while it
was the country with the highest number of asylum seekers per capita among EU
Member States (5,295 first-time applicants per million population). In 2017,
Syrians continue to be the largest group of applicants with 16,396 applications. A
substantial increase of applications submitted from Turkish nationals was noted in
2017 (1,827 compared to 189 in 2016). The majority of those arrived in 2017
originated from Syria (42%), Iraq (20%) and Afghanistan (12%). More than half
of the population were women (22%) and children (37%), while 41% were adult
men.1 In addition, a total of 5,651persons have been arrested at the Greek-Turkish
land borders in 2017, compared to 3,300 persons in 2016. In May 2018, the
number of refugees and migrants in Greece stood at more than 60,000, including
about 14,000 on the islands.
Applications and granting of protection status at first instance: 2017
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Gender/age breakdown of the total number of applicants: 2017
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Most common nationalities of sea arrivals (since 1 January 2018)
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31,045 persons arrived in Greece by sea in 2018, a slightly increased number
compared to 29,718 sea arrivals in 2017 while 173,450 ones in 2016. The largest
number of arrivals was mentioned in 2015 with 856,723 persons arrived in Greece by
sea.

Sea Arrivals in Greece (2018)
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 Bulgaria
The Asylum Service registered 3,700 asylum applications in 2017. The Afghanistan
was the country where the largest part of the applicants comes from with 1,139
applications. Iraq was the second one with 1,023 applicants and Syria was in the third
position with 970 ones. Most of the applicants were men (74%) while the 24% were
women. As far as the children are concerned, their number was the 32% of the
population when the unaccompanied ones were 440.
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 Denmark
The balance in nationalities applying for asylum in Denmark has changed quite a lot
from 2015 to 2018. Since 2013, Syrians have made up the largest part, but over the
summer of 2016 Afghans outnumbered them. In 2014, Eritrean was suddenly second
on the list, dropping to the eighth position in 2016, but recently Eritreans have entered
the first place in 2018. This happens mainly due to the spouses who have been granted
family reunification and apply for asylum afterwards. In the fall of 2015, we saw a
sudden and short rise in the number of Iranians.
In 2018, the top 3 nationalities of new arrivals are: Syria, Georgia, Morocco. Then
comes Iran, and all of 55% belong to the group "others", as they are very few, coming
from many different countries. Afghanistan has been high on the list for many years,
but has now dropped to the eighth position. The pattern at this time is fewer from the
"classic" refugee countries, more from a number of other countries – and fewer people
from each country.

Top countries of origin among asylum seekers arriving in 2017
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41% of the asylum seekers in 2016 were children under 18 years. The percentage of
unaccompanied minors was rising since autumn 2015, but has dropped again. In 2018
only 7% of the asylum seekers were unaccompanied minors. The fact that Morocco
was suddenly high on the list in 2017 is due to many of the unaccompanied coming
from there, but they are all rejected.

Gender/age breakdown of the total number of applicants: 2017
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Most popular sport disciplines in the migrants’
countries of origin
 Syria
Although they never qualified for the World Cup, there is no denying the passion that
Syrians have for football. Their national team however has qualified for four Asian
Cup tournaments. The most popular sports in Syria are football, basketball,
swimming, and tennis. Damascus was home to the fifth and seventh Pan Arab Games,
while Latakia, Syria's main port hosted the tenth Mediterranean Games.
Popular sports of Syria
Football (Soccer), basketball, tennis, swimming, weightlifting, judo, and karate

 Pakistan
Pakistan has a great range of sports but cricket seems to be the most popular followed
by hockey and squash. Cricket is played in most districts of Pakistan and a
conventional Pakistani has more likely have played it in one time of their life. Cricket
is so popular that Pakistan has become internationally competitive taking home
various honors like wining the Cricket World Cup (1992) and the ICC World
Twenty20 (2009). Pakistan has been in the Olympic Games since the 1948 London
Games except when they participated in the 1980 boycott of the Moscow Games. All
in all, they have taken home 10 Olympic medals, 8 of which are from field hockey (3
gold, 3 silver and 2 bronze). The other 2 (bronze) came from wrestling and boxing. It
can be said that cricket is the most popular sport, with Field Hockey the national
sport.
Popular sports of Pakistan
Cricket, Field Hockey, Squash, Football (Soccer), Polo

 Iraq
Football is by far the most popular sport in Iraq, so much so that it is considered as
one of the things that contributed to uniting the country after generations of unrest.
The Iraqi football team was the AFC Asian Cup Champions in 2007 after taking down
Saudi Arabia. They also took the silver in the 2006 Asian Games which was held in
Qatar. Iraq became a member of FIFA in 1950. They also took the Arab Nations Cup
four times (1964, 1966, 1985 and 1988), the Gulf Cup of Nations thrice (1988, 1984
and 1979) and were the West Asian Champions in 2002. Basketball is also very
popular as well as kickboxing and wrestling.
Popular sports of Iraq
Football (Soccer), Basketball, kickboxing and wrestling

 Afghanistan
The two most popular sports of Afghanistan are cricket and football. But football is
where they seem to excel. In 2011 SAFF Championship, the Afghanistan national
football team (formed in 1922) tasted its first victory against Nepal and in the 2013
SAFF Championship where they were the clear favorites, they won their first title
against India. Afghanistan is also very diverse and open when it comes to sport
allowing women to play football and in 2007, the women's national football team was
formed.
Popular sports of Afghanistan
Football (Soccer), Cricket, Boxing, Basketball

 Iran
Iran has a very rich sporting history. It is the birthplace of polo which was recorded
to have been played there in as early as the 6th century BC. However, freestyle
wrestling is regarded as their traditional sport and is officially their national sport.
However, with about two thirds of the country's population being under 30, there are a
lot of sports that have recently gained in popularity. As in many parts of the world,
Football is the most popular sport among the masses. Iran has also a tradition in
wrestling which is still popular among the young people. The Iranian wrestling team
has become international champions and even Olympic gold medalists.

Popular sports of Iran
Football (Soccer), freestyle wrestling, futsal, skiing, martial arts

 Eritrea
Football is the most popular sport in Eritrea. In recent years, Eritrean athletes have
seen increasing success in the international arena. Cycling is also a popular sport, and
Eritrean riders have enjoyed success in local and world championships. The Tour of
Eritrea, a multi-stage international cycling event, is held annually throughout the
country. Eritrea has produced a number of professional road racing cyclists. Eritrea
made its first Olympic appearance in the 2000 Sydney Olympics and have been
sending athletes to the Summer Games ever since. Zersenay Tadese won the bronze in
the men's 10,000 meters and is the only Olympic medalist from the country to date.
Popular sports of Eritrea
Football (Soccer), cycling, volleyball

 Morocco
The most popular sport in Morocco is football. Sports in Morocco are not only for the
local population but for tourists as well. Camel and horse riding, as well as hiking and
golf as quite popular and gaining grounds in the Moroccan modern culture. Skiing is
also available so they can show how beautiful the mountains in Morocco are. Water
sports like swimming is also available mainly because they have a lot of superb
resorts and beaches that the people in Morocco and the tourist enjoy.
Popular sports of Morocco
Football (Soccer), skiing

The most popular sport disciplines in the countries with the largest number of
refugees in Greece, Bulgaria and Denmark

